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Introduction

Prediction

Question: How well can we decode human visual object
recognition directly from the fMRI brain data.

Motivation - Being able to predict what a person was looking at based
solely off data from their brain responses.

Idea: Perform an experiment where subjects are shown a
variety of images while their brain responses are
recorded. Take the fMRI brain data and apply machine
learning to accurately predict what images categories the
subjects were being shown.
Goal: To learn about how the visual system of the brain
chooses image classifications by decoding brain fMRI
stimuli from different parts of the brain.

Background
What is fMRI?
When neurons fire, the require
energy and so more blood flows
to that region of the brain.

Since this is a measure of a
secondary effect of neuron
firing - has lower spatial
resolution and is noisy - hence
opportunity for applying
machine learning!
How the Data was Gathered
Each subject was presented
1785 gray-scale images of
objects a median of six times
across multiple sessions to
each subject. Objects were
drawn from 8 categories
(animals, tables, boats, cars,
chairs, fruits, planes, and
faces) containing 8
exemplars. Each object was
shown from 27 or 28 different
viewpoints against a random
natural background (circular
vignette, radius 8◦ centered
on fixation) to increase object
recognition difficulty.

Outputs - predicted image categories

Model & Features
Features: 3224 voxels representing 12 areas of the brain.
- All features come from raw_input data.
- No derived features since correlations between the raw_input features
were unknown
Models:
Multi-layered Perceptron trains using Backpropagation (Neural Network)
- Adam Solver
- SGD with Nesterov’s Momentum
Logistic Regression

Confusion Matrix
The confusion matrix above was built by training the model on a section of the entire dataset, and
then only testing it on each specific stimuli category. It helps us understand amongst what categories
the model is getting confused. The green boxes illustrate the prediction accuracy - in a perfect model
these values would be 1, and all the rest would be 0. The orange boxes illustrate the incorrect stimuli
category that the model most often confuses as the actual stimuli category.
Decoding accuracy by brain region
Here we trained and tested our model on a region by region
basis in order to see which brain regions had the greatest
impact in object recognition. We also compared this to testing
and training the model on the entire visual stream.
Model Accuracies
MLP using Adam’s Solver: 43%
MLP using SGD with Nesterov’s Momentum: 40%

Discussion
Nesterov’s Momentum (simplified):

vt = µt−1vt−1 − ϵt−1∇f(θt−1 + µt−1vt−1)
Adam Update (simplified):
θt = θt−1 + vt
m = beta1*m + (1-beta1)*dx
where θt are the model parameters, vt the
v = beta2*v + (1-beta2)*(dx**2)
velocity, µt ∈ [0, 1] the momentum (decay)
x += - learning_rate * m / (np.sqrt(v) + eps) coefficient and ϵ > 0 the learning rate at iteration
t
where m and v are initialized to be
t, f(θ) is the objective function and ∇f(θ ′) is a
zero-vectors
shorthand notation for the gradient:
∂f(θ)/∂θ |θ=θ′

Whenever a frame was
shown the brain’s response
was recorded as a
stimulus. The results of the
fMRI experiment were
shown in a 3-D image that
is constructed in units
called voxels. Each voxel
represents a tiny cube
(3mm^3) of brain tissue
which can represent about
a million or so brain cells.

Actual
Stimuli

Inputs - ‘voxel’ x ‘stimuli’ fMRI matrices per brain region

Parameters for Adam:
- Activation: relu
- alpha: 1e-05
- beta1: 0.9
- beta2: 0.999
- epsilon: 1e-08
- initial learning rate: 0.001
- hidden layers: 180

fMRI measures this
Blood-Oxygenation Level
Dependency (BOLD signal)

Results

Predicted Stimuli

Data
1 voxel - 3x3x3mm scan (1 million neurons). For each voxel, recorded
BOLD response.
Columns - each voxel in region. Rows - each stimulus presented (1365
grayscale images, 8 categories)
Visual stream split into 12 regions - V1, V2, V3, V3a, V4, FFA, LO1,
LO2, LOC, PPA, OFA, TOS.
Data Matrices: V1 - 1365x379, V2 - 1365x601,
V3 - 1365x555, V3a - 1365x148, V4 - 1365x350,
FFA - 1365x211, LO1 - 1365x118, LO2 - 1365x114,
LOC - 1365x460, PPA - 1365x97, OFA - 1365x125,
TOS - 1365x66. Whole visual stream - 1365x3224

- We can see that certain stimuli categories are very poorly decoded compared to others - e.g. faces are
decoded quite well but fruit is decoded very poorly. We can also see for instance that animals are more often
confused for faces than not. Perhaps, since animals and faces are the only two animate categories, the two
stimuli categories trigger similar neural responses - explaining why the model gets so confused.
- Similarly the model often confuses cars with planes and boats - all these objects fall under the broader
category of ‘transportation’ and this lends strength to the idea that the brain interprets these objects similar
fashion.
- Finally, we can see from the bar graph that while some brain regions are better at decoding object categories
than others, decoding from the entire visual stream is better than focusing on one specific region - this tells us
that there is no specific region in the visual cortex dedicated to static object recognition.

Future Work
● Hyperparameter Optimization
With more time and resources, we would optimize our
parameters further following Bergstra and Bengio’s
Random Search for Hyperparameters Optimization
● Derived Features
We also could have worked further with Seibert et al. to
see how we could develop some derived features for
our model
● Stronger Neural Networks
We also would have been able to do more research on
different variations of neural networks
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